The Cove: A Novel

Set during World War One, The Cove is a
novel that speaks intimately to todays
politics. Beautifully written, tough, raw,
uncompromising, entirely new. Ron Rash
is a writers writer who writes for
others.Colum McCannRon Rash is a writer
of both the darkly beautiful and the sadly
true; The Cove solidifies his reputation as
one of our very finest novelists.Richard
Russo, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Empire FallsHere is a magnificent tale that
captures the wondrous beauty of nature and
loveand the darkness of superstition and
fearfrom one of Americas most exciting
contemporary novelists. With The Cove,
Ron Rash, author of the acclaimed New
York Times bestseller Serena, returns to
the Appalachian milieu he has previously
so memorably evoked. A two-time O.
Henry Prize winner for his short fictionand
recipient of the 2010 Frank OConnor
International Story Award and the 2010
SIBA Book Award for his story collection
Burning BrightRash can expect more
honors for The Cove, a novel that
brilliantly explores often dangerous notions
of patriotism during wartime. This story of
a love affair doomed in the rising turmoil
of WWI resonates powerfully in todays
world.

The Cove: A Novel on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Set during World War One, The Cove is a novel that
speaks intimately to todaysSo perfect, like a Hollywood set, FBI agent James Quinlan thinks as he enters The Cove, a
seemingly tranquil, picture-postcard town situated on the OregonEditorial Reviews. Review. Wow! Just wow! The Cove
by Malcolm Richards has to be one of the most gripping stories I have ever read. A real page-turner, this Lonely young
woman meets mysterious stranger. What might have been trite and formulaic is anything but in Rashs fifth novel, a dark
tale of This is Rashs fifth novel and, including story and poetry collections, his The Cove is set in the most remote part
of Madison County in 1917, Ron Rash invests this dark, forlorn place with such spooky animus that his new novel, The
Cove, ought to treat Cove as a proper noun. In the prologue to Ron Rashs new novel, The Cove (Ecco), a government
official arrives in the mountain town of Mars Hill, North Carolina,Editorial Reviews. Review. Catherine Coulter has
written a truly suspenseful romance in this story of Sally Brainerd, hiding in a small town from theSet during World War
One, The Cove is a novel that speaks intimately to todays politics. Beautifully written, tough, raw, uncompromising,
entirely new.The New York Times bestselling author of Serena returns to Appalachia, this time at the height of World
War I, with the story of a blazing but doomed love af And indeed the book opens with a visit to a cove, a small valley,
that has been drowned by the building of a dam. Not a green valley, though.Will said: UPDATED - 4/3/12 - see link at
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bottomThe Cove, a remote locale in North Carolina, is a The Appalachian landscapes in his novels are vivid, rugged. In
a blank between two paragraphs of this arresting short novel, a lone man in a kayak is struck by lightning. He wakes in
unknown waters,
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